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Archaeology of the Future
Reconsidering the Place and Nature of Trend forecasting
in Design Discourse
Elisabeth Petermann, PhD candidate, University of Applied Arts, Vienna.

Abstract
This paper examines the place of trend forecasting in current design debates concerning
the varying notion of design being a change agent and crafting the future, in order to point
to a limited understanding of trend forecasting within these debates. Moreover, the paper
indicates research gaps in the rare examinations of the phenomenon of trend forecasting.
It is almost as if trend forecasting is an invisible force and an intangible phenomenon. Its
directive power remains unrecognized and therefore under-conceptualized in design
discourse. The practice is considered as commercial and thus unworthy for academic
attention. Therefore this paper illustrates briefly the dissemination of the trend forecasting
industry and its trajectory from being merely used for fashion style advice to becoming
political and having effect on major operators of society.
The presented theoretical framework is part of the underlying PhD project: Archaeology of
the future - Inside the culture of trend forecasting. An ethnographic study has been
commenced to explore the phenomenon of trend forecasting and its immanent concepts.
This paper advocates that such a detailed analysis can deliver useful insights to design
discourse by helping to understand aspects of future making, the development of
discursive power and the driving forces behind material culture and change, as well as
contributing to the discussion of changing notions of design.
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Current design debates are concerned with the changing notion of design in relation to
how it crafts the future and becomes an agent of change, or else how it is becoming a
discursive and political power. In short, design’s immaterial agency is discussed in design
studies.
Recent conferences have placed the aspect of design as a force for shaping future and as
a change agent at the forefront of their topics. 1 A major discussion point is what influence
design exerts on culture, how it shapes possible futures and by which mechanisms it is
able to implement this influence. At the latest conference of the Academy of Design,
entitled “Crafting the Future”, this issue was explicitly put forward. Mutual understanding
was that design is moving up the ladder from just making things to being a strategic
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See for instance: Crafting the Future: 10th European Academy of Design Conference, April 2013
Gothenburg (Academy of Design, 2013); International Symposium: Social Design: Public Action. Austria,
Wien. 26.-27.9.2013 (Feireiss & University of Applied Arts Vienna, 2013); Design Activism and Social Change,
Design History Society Annual Conference. 8.-10.9.2011 Barcelona (Design History Society & Julier, 2011);
Negotiating Future – Design Fiction, 6th Swiss Design Network Conference in Basel (Swiss Design Network,
2010);

resource, which contributes to innovation and change. Design increasingly functions as
decision-making capacity and functional leader.
These conferences reflect on the transition of design practice as it moves from being
reduced to downstreamed style advice towards becoming an upstreamed practice of
cultural creation and a thinking approach to our times, as is evident in topics like “designdriven-innovation” (Verganti, 2009) or “design-thinking” (Brown, 2008, 2009). Today,
design is discussed as - and also aims to be in practice - a force of change, and a driver
and creator of our culture, that is “critical” (DiSalvo, 2012; Dunne, 2001, 2005), “activist”
(Design History Society & Julier, 2011; Fuad-Luke, 2009), “speculative” (Dunne, 2014),
“political” (Duncombe, 2011; Fry, 2011; Markussen, 2012; Wills, 2013), “fictional”
(Bleecker, 2009; Franke, 2010; Midal, 2010; Sterling, 2010), or even “frictional” (Mallol,
2010). In a recent article Cameron Tonkinwise (2014) clearly highlights design studies’
perception of design as being an “art” of change, a practice “sorting out possibilities” and
“making decisions about preferred futures” (ibid., p. 13f). Design studies’ interest is to
understand the making and workings of this critical, political, discursive power, i.e. the
immaterial side of design’s agency.
Trend forecasting - a practice, which innately deals with future and change - is rarely
considered in this context and when it is, then only in a restricted manner. Most design
studies, as well as debates on design and future, do not progress to the idea that the
practice of trend forecasting holds future ‘crafting’ power within itself and thus do not
analyse this practice from that perspective.2 Also, Tonkinwise regards trend forecasting as
a supplemental information source used by design studies to generate evaluation criteria
for design decisions (ibid., p. 17).
Yet does shaping the future not already happen in the form of the visions delivered by
trend forecasting? Does trend forecasting not already change because this practice exists
and is more entangled in our lives and culture than is commonly supposed? Would it not
be worth studying this practice, its inner workings and how a vision, which is a kind of
‘immaterial’ product, is created?
This paper aims to promote a discussion of the place and nature of trend forecasting in
the design debate and opts for an in-depth study of trend forecasting in order to develop
more understanding for processes that create change and future and subsequently enrich
the design debate in this context.
Trend forecasting is concerned with studying the future and producing visions, forecasts
and conjectures about futures. The umbrella term for practices concerned with the future
is Futures Studies (Cole, 2001). The beginning of modern futures studies and future
research dates back to shortly after World War II (Uerz, 2006, p. 257; van der Duin, 2007,
p. 9).3 The objective of these futurologists or futurists is to establish content about the
future, which is why they are also called future content experts (van der Duin, 2007, p.
10). Their aim is to answer the question of “What’s next?” (Saaty & Boone, 1999, p. 111).
These experts can be specialists and focus on a certain field, such as technology,
economy, or fashion, or they appear as generalists concerned with the future in relation to
many fields and topics.
Futures studies today presents itself as a relatively organized practice, with journals,
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The usage of the word ‘craft’ in this context may seem inappropriate. ‘Crafting the future’ is the title of the
last European Academy of Design Conference (Academy of Design, 2013) and let us assume that design
debate participants follow the idea that the future is something that can be crafted, rather like a designed
object.
3
The growth of futures studies as profession is a relatively young development. However, the fascination with
and attempt to study and foresee the future has accompanied humans throughout their history. Prophets,
oracles, and fortune-tellers have appeared in all ages. For a good overview and description of modern futures
studies development, see chapter six “Die Etablierung der Futurologie nach 1945” of Geron Uerz’s
dissertation “Übermorgen” (Uerz, 2006).

organizations and education programs.4 Nevertheless, there is still a lack of a general
established understanding about this practice and its subfields, which is mirrored in the
confusing and ambiguous labelling of futures studies approaches (see: van der Duin,
2007). 5 No general agreement on the definitions of the different futures studies
approaches and the corresponding use of these terms has been established (see: Saaty
& Boone, 1999). As a result, the same terms are used for different future-studying
approaches and vice versa. This causes confusion when talking about a certain area of
futures studies - like trend forecasting - because people understand this term as signifying
varying approaches. Consequently, delimitation is challenging but necessary.
A very useful categorization of different futures studies approaches is the classification of
Cole (2001).
Futures Studies Methods and Applications
Application

Forecasting

Envisioning

Polling

Foundation

Data-based projections
using economic,
demographic, or
environmental data, etc.

Theory, current or historical
events, issues, or
imagination

Representative
viewpoints solicited
from participants

Variables

Limited number of
quantifiable items

Selected variables

Diverse variables

Past

Statistical estimation of
historic change

Explanation of historical
process

Experience of
participants

Future

Extrapolation of trends

Stylized storytelling

Survey of participants’
expectations

Outcome

Narrow range of
probabilities for the future

Map of possibilities for the
future

Set of desirable futures

Uncertainty

Statistical uncertainty

Plausibility of overall story

Variation across
responses

Audience

Public policymakers

General Audience

Business and
Community

Fig.1. Overview of futures studies methods and applications by Cole (2001, p. 376)
Cole uses the term forecasting to describe a mathematical, extrapolation-based approach
to predicting aspects of the future. In this category we primarily find futures specialists
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There are around a dozen scholarly journals concerned with futures studies. Their general aim is to show
methods, theories and developments in the discipline as well as bridge the gap between theory and practice.
Examples of such journals are, for instance: International Journal of Forecasting, Futures, and World Future
Review. Apart from these, there are journals more directed towards the professional forecaster or futurist, or
those interested in their output, such as: Foresight – The International Journal of applied Forecasting.
International organizations concerned with futures studies include: The World Future Society (www.wfs.org),
The World Futures Studies Federation (www.wfsf.org); or country specific institutions such as: The Finnish
Society for Futures Studies (www.tutuseura.fi/english/).
5
We are confronted with a huge variety of different terms describing the practice of futures studies and its
specialization, as, for instance: futurology, futurism, prediction, forecasting, e.g. technology forecasting, future
studies, conjecture, extrapolation, projection, foresight, trend studies, trend research, trend analysis, trend and
future research, futuring, futurist thinking, early detection, and so on.

concerned with specific fields, such as climate forecasting, sales forecasting, or economic
forecasting, i.e. more a ‘calculation’ of the future. Next, Cole classifies the future approach
of polling, which is related more to marketing research surveys, i.e. indicating future needs
and expectations. As a third category, Cole defines Envisioning, which is based on an
intuitive, storytelling approach to creating future visions, rather than on a more scientific
one as in, e.g., sales forecasting. The made visions are like stories of an envisioned
future, are thus hard to prove and can only be believed. In short, this approach is
descriptive rather than predictive.
Envisioning is the kind of futures studies this paper focuses on. The reason why the term
Trend Forecasting and not Envisioning is still used is that in the creative industries, this
kind of futures studies approach is commonly known under the term ‘trend forecasting’, or
in its specialized forms as ‘color forecasting’, for example. Major players in this field call
themselves ‘trend forecasters’ or solely ‘forecasters’, or use the word (trend) ‘forecast’ to
describe their service and product. 6
The present study mainly relates to the creative industries and innovation business as
trend forecasting’s sphere of action. The trend forecasting under study is applied in
product development and innovation processes and functions as guidance and a
decision-making aid (see: Brannon, 2010; McKelvey & Munslow, 2008). One of its most
original forms is fashion trend forecasting. 7 Trend forecasters claim to be very sensitive
towards changes and detect them before others do. One principal method is constantly
‘scanning’ social, cultural, political and environmental changes happening in the world. On
the basis of their findings, they develop a vision of a future world and deduct forecasts for
certain branches or areas (e.g. fashion, material, interiors, cars, working spaces). These
products (visions and /or forecasts) are sold to clients in the form of books, reports or
presentations with a visual and textual format.
Even within this envisioning kind of trend forecasting, the range of classifications,
definitions, and methods is broad and ambiguous. The spectrum ranges from declaring
one’s approach to be an “Universalwissenschaft” (translation: universal science) to a
nebulous and mysterious positioning of being purely based on intuition.8 This issue makes
this practice less tangible and an easy target of critics.9 Perhaps this is the reason why
trend forecasting stays more offside of the scholarly futures studies community and finds
less reflection in journals.10
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For instance, Lidewij Edelkoort, who has been working in the trend and future business since the 1980s, and
is one of the most famous and enigmatic personalities in this industry, describers herself on her webpage as
“one of the world’s most renowned trend forecasters” who has “pioneered trend forecasting as profession”
(edelkoort.com, n.d.). Another representatives of this ‘craft’ include, Martin Raymond with his agency Future
laboratory (www.thefuturelaboratory.com ) and his book, well known in the community, entitled The Trend
Forecaster’s Handbook (2010). Note: As there is no commonly established description, the naming or
standards of this practice, and the naming and labelling of the approach in the delimited field of envisioning
trend forecasting, can also vary. In other words, there are many services which fall in the category of
envisioning, but different labels are used to describe the service. Commonly used labels are ‘trend and/or
future research’, ‘future foresight’, ‘trend analysis’, ‘future thinking’. In German-speaking countries the terms
‘Trendforschung’ or ‘Zukunftsforschung’ are mostly used.
7
It can be supposed that the origin of professionalized trend forecasting in the creative industries lies in
fashion industry. For further information on the origin of forecasting, i.e. fashion forecasting, see: GiertzMårtenson, 2006; Mackinney-Valentin, 2010.
8
Matthias Horx, for instance, proposes trend research as an universal science. See: www.horx.com. He is
one of the most prominent German representatives of trend forecasting and coined the term for this practice in
German-speaking countries in the 1990’s. Li Edelkoort, in contrast, is a representative of highlighting the
intuitive approach in trend forecasting. See: www.always-inspiring-more.com/Li-Edelkoort.25.0.html
9
For critiques on trend forecasting, see, for instance, “Zukunftsillusionen: Kritik der Zukunftsforschung” (Rust,
2008), or “The fortune sellers: the big business of buying and selling predictions” (Sherden, 1998).
10
Most journals in the field of forecasting are concerned with Cole’s definition of forecasting. For instance, the
Journal of Forecasting is dedicated to fields such as sales, economic, climate forecasting etc., but not to the
field of trend forecasting under study (envisioning futures studies) within design and the creative industries.

There are three reasons for focusing on an envisioning kind of forecasting within this
paper and the underlying PhD project, which make this practice suitable for enhancing the
design debate around the future and change. Firstly, this practice seems to be undercontextualized in the design debate and generally under-researched in its contemporary
dissemination and influence, as this paper will show. Secondly, this special field originally
finds most use in design and creative practices (e.g. for inspiration, ideation and
innovation). 11 Thirdly, trend forecasting’s own approach resembles the design approach
as both practices tend to be based on less scientific, but creative methods. A free usage
of diverse disciplines’ methods and specialized knowledge is common practice in trend
forecasting, as well as in design. 12 Designers create an idea of a (future) product
intuitively, by means of selective and unconscious observation (alongside solid research
and know-how).13 This procedure is very similar to trend forecasters’ ways of working:
intuitively and selectively, observing the world and forming a picture of a future to come - a
vision. 14 While the resulting products may differ, their aim and impact is comparable.

The place of trend forecasting in contemporary design
discourse
Within design studies, an upcoming interest in futures studies and its different forms and
implementations is noticeable, especially in the area of design research and design
methods. 15 Within these examinations, futures studies is either used as a methodological
inspiration or a toolbox for the design process, or else the role of trend forecasting in the
design process is described. None of these studies take the analysis a step further to
consider trend forecasting as a phenomenon, which is a creative practice that becomes a
power in itself. Apart from design methods research, the current design discourse on
design and its future capacity does not move forward towards the idea of trend forecasting
holding a power of creation and change within itself.
During the conducted ethnographic research, it became obvious that trend forecasting is
far more than a style-selling-advice practice but having an effect on major operators of
society. This development remains unnoticed by design studies and other theoretical
debates. Since trend forecasting is still regarded as commercial practice, it is not seen
worthy of serious academic attention – a circumstance the PhD project in progress aims
to change.
The conference Negotiating Future – Design Fiction (2010) provides an example of
design’s urge to understand how to create possible futures and of the simultaneous low
estimation of trend forecasting. Design researchers, theorists and practitioners discussed
how design creates fictions, speculations or frictions and therefore forms change and
establishes political impact. Interestingly the phenomenon and practice of forecasting was
not taken into account in relation to design at this conference.

This kind of futures studies is seldom represented in the organizations and journals listed above – again an
indication that this field is standing apart from the general futures studies community.
11
For the role of trend reports in design, see, for instance: (Brunini, 2011).
12
For designer being noted as practice of “disciplinary bricoleurs”, see, Tonkinwise, 2014, p. 6, 14.
13
See, for instance: Fulton Suri, 2008, 2010; Gonçalves, Cardoso, & Badke-Schaub, 2014.
14
Some forecasting and foresight experts claim to actually “design” the future. For instance, Michael McAllum,
founder of the Global Foresight Network, describes his work as strategic foresight and “designing better
futures”. See: www.globalforesight.net/about-mike-mcallum/ („About Mike McAllum“, n.d.).
15
Scholarly interest is mostly visible in the role of future thinking within design, the integration of future
thinking in design education (see: M. Evans, 2011; Irmak, 2005; O’Hara, 2013; Shamiyeh, 2010), or the role of
trends within innovation and design or fashion process (see: Brunini, 2011; Mackinney-Valentin, 2010; Muir
Wood, Moultrie, & Exkert, 2008). The integration of futures studies as a method and theory in design
education is already reflected in educational reality, as in design education programs such as the Master in
Design Futures at the Goldsmith University in London (see: www.gold.ac.uk/pg/ma-design-futures/).

The attempt of design studies to understand and deliver methods of how to ‘craft’ the
future, is also reflected in Margolin’s article Design, the Future and the Human Spirit
(2007), with the difference that Margolin establishes a rare connection between futures
studies and its use for design. How can designers gain more autonomy, discursive and
practical power, and set the social agenda? In answering these questions, Margolin draws
on the visionary capacity of futures studies when he points to the need for visions: “To
plan effectively in the present requires a vision of what the future could and should be.”
(ibid., p. 5). What Margolin wants to achieve by this connection is to find an answer to his
question: “How does a designer formulate a role as a change agent and determine a
course of actions?” (ibid., p. 5). According to Margolin, futures studies could deliver
information (i.e. visions), so as to be better prepared for the future, as well as tools (e.g.,
scenario method) to aid designers in creating and formulating their own visions.
This paper does not want to diminish Margolin’s approach of taking futures studies into
account, but suggests going beyond this connection. To solely see forecasting as an
information provider of future developments, copying its methods and tools in order to use
them within design, delivers an approvable, but also limited frame. To put it in other
words: not only the designer or client who uses forecasting information shapes the future,
but the practice of trend forecasting can itself be a generator of change, and therefore
holds discursive and political power. This is exactly the power in which design studies is
interested and the power which Margolin seems to be looking for in futures studies and its
subfields.
Understanding how trend forecasting moulds this power and establishes itself as a
normative practice could deliver valuable knowledge beyond the common examination
and use of futures studies and trend forecasting in design. This paper argues that the
whole phenomenon of trend forecasting must be analysed, with special focus on the
principles and salient concepts of this practice, in order to gain more understanding of its
future-making capacity. Subsequently, this knowledge could be placed in the design
debate and broaden the discussion about future-making and change-making practices in
design.
One reason for a low estimation of trend forecasting from this perspective might be that
trend forecasting as such is under-researched. Further, its enlarged dissemination
remains unrecognized; therefore, the next sections will focus on these issues.

Explorations of the culture of trend forecasting
As there are only a few empirical examinations or theoretical analyses of the phenomenon
of trend forecasting, only sparse and partial knowledge of trend forecasting’s cultural role
and agency is available. Most examinations stay on the surface of this profession and
focus mainly on fashion forecasting or remain a commercial critique.16
Ingrid Giertz-Martenson (2006) and Keren Muriel Chiaroni (2009), for instance, explore
fashion forecasting within the realms of creative industries from an ethnographic and
sociological perspective and concern themselves with the seldom-asked question of how
the trend forecasting business operates. Giertz-Martenson regards “fashion forecasting as
an autonomous field of cultural production” (2006, p. 1). This is exceptional in so far as
this position of forecasting had not been seen and attested before. Giertz-Martenson’s
analysis of fashion forecasting is a rare attempt to look behind the curtain of this
mysterious and under-researched industry. However, her conclusion that trend forecasting
is a field of cultural production and cultural capital is not clearly elaborated. Giertz-
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Besides the examinations of trend forecasting under study and within the context of creative industries and
design, there are explorations of futures studies within other academic fields. See, for instance: (Galbraith &
Merrill, 1996; Henshel, 1982; Masini, 1998; Pfadenhauer, 2004; Piercy, 1989; Rust, 2008; Tiberius, 2012;
Uerz, 2006; van der Duin, 2007).

Martenson does not reveal more than published handbooks on forecasting already do,
when talking about the inner workings and principles of this discipline.17 We still do not
know how trend forecasting really works and by which means it creates and maintains
discursive power.
The conclusion Giertz-Martenson draws from her analysis of fashion forecasting points to
another research gap. Giertz-Martenson concludes that “forecasters do not create new
fashion trends but can help push ideas that already exist … .” (ibid., p. 9). Apparently,
trend forecasting is seen here as a style advice practice with consultancy status and not
regarded as a creational practice. Giertz-Martenson’s elaboration is suggestive of still
viewing design as being the ruling practice that creates and sets the agenda of the
creative industries. Apart from that, Giertz-Martenson focuses solely on the fashion
industry in her examination. By doing so, she restricts her findings to a limited view of the
phenomenon of trend forecasting and cannot reveal the considerable entanglement and
dissemination of trend forecasting today –it is not anymore a practice only used in fashion,
but spread all over the creative industries, as the following part of this study will show.
Like Giertz-Martenson, Keren Muriel Chiaroni (2009) focuses on the cultural role of
forecasting from a fashion perspective, based on an empirical study. Chiaroni highlights
the fact that forecasting can be synthesised into a practice of selling a lifestyle, which
accordingly, becomes a commodity. Issues such as ‘creating and presenting a way of life’,
or ‘the act of selling and commodification’ are definitely core practices and mechanisms of
trend forecasting, which have to be analysed if we want to understand the impact and
agency of this phenomenon. However, Chiaroni is content with viewing these issues in the
light of a commercial critique, and does not explain them further. Her statements that
“Fashion, like trend-forecasting, needs to sell.” (ibid., p.74) and “In short, it would seem
that the culture of trend forecasting with its lifestyle evangelism is in danger of rebuilding
the cathedrals of commerce … .” (ibid., p.78), make clear that in her view, forecasting is
merely a selling activity under the pretence of presenting a way of life. This brings her to
the conclusion that forecasting is not actually fulfilling “a visionary and prophetic role in
society” (ibid., p.74).
Is that all forecasting is - a superficial selling trick? Chiaroni, although affirming that
forecasting has an important role in our culture, reduces forecasting to consumerismenhancing style advice. She does not advance to the consideration that the phenomenon
of trend forecasting received a life of its own and therefore could be more than just
consulting advice. Again, it becomes clear that trend forecasting is under-researched from
this perspective.
In recent years, more critical examinations of trend forecasting are appearing, contributing
to our knowledge of different aspects of this practice (Fredriksson, 2008; McCracken,
2006; van Montfoort, 2011). This development shows that there is an interest in analysing
this practice. Nevertheless, a holistically, in-depth analysis of trend forecasting by means
of a profound and broad empirical study, which illustrates what trend forecasting is really
doing and ‘crafting’, and how this practice and its immaterial products of visions are
impacting on change, culture and material culture, is still missing. Moreover, forecasting’s
growing dissemination and spread of influence beyond fashion remains fairly
unacknowledged and is not explicitly, or even partly, reflected in academic analyses of
trend forecasting. 18
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Apart from scholarly examinations of trend forecasting, trend forecasters themselves are publishing books
about their methods and ideas on forecasting, and the importance of integrating and re-considering future
developments within innovation and creation processes. These are mostly toolboxes and handbooks of
forecasting and seldom reflect on the phenomenon of forecasting itself (see for instance: Blakely, 2012;
Brannon, 2010; Perna, 1987; Raymond, 2010; Rousso, 2012).
18
One reason for the under-researched field of trend forecasting is certainly the limited access to trend
forecasting institutions, due to the fact they form part of highly confidential organisations or projects. That is
why up-to-date information and large amounts of data on the trend forecasting business are rarely available.

The development of the trend forecasting industry
Although the growing entanglement of forecasting in today’s culture took place largely
unnoticed by critical studies, in business it has been widely applied. This section briefly
illustrates how forecasting has changed from being basically style advice within fashion, to
a broadly entangled normative practice disseminated over a wide array of branches.19

The dissemination of trend forecasting
“Increasingly, creative businesses are turning to trend forecasting ….” (Ducan, 2011)
“Trend spotting is the new £36bn growth business.” (Barnett, 2011)
An ever-growing offer of trend forecasting services is noticeable, accompanied by a rising
number of trend forecasters. In 2008, around 1,000 to 1,500 people were reported as
working as fashion trend forecasters, and the “number is likely to grow with the demand
for trend information, driven by competition in the fashion industry” (Sahadi, 2005). Today,
20
the numbers must be far higher. Apart from growing staff numbers, a spread in the use
21
of forecasting services can be tracked in the increase of client numbers. Similarly, rising
turnovers are an indicator of trend forecasting’s growing business in the creative
22
industries.
Another point that speaks for the broader influence and integration of forecasting services
is the acquisition of successful independent forecasting services by larger groups. The
reason given by Fitch for their acquisition of the trend agency Peclers mirrors the
recognized importance of trend forecasting information for the creative industries. JeanFrancois Bentz, Fitch's CEO in Europe, states the following: “Peclers is an important
acquisition for Fitch as Fitch has increasingly moved upstream from traditional tactical
design to strategic consultancy, to advise on the directional question of WHAT'S NEXT?
23
for its clients.” (PR Newswire, 1998). Other acquisitions and integration of trend
forecasting in the portfolio of large groups are visible. WGSN, the online fashion trend
service, was bought in 2005 by a big information service business group, the 4C Group
24
(4C Group, 2013).
“4C Group gives businesses the power to decide. … And, by predicting future
trends, we help our clients to see beyond the horizon, supporting their forward
planning and enabling them to manage change more prudently.” (4C Group, n.d.)

19

This section is mainly based on the analysis of primary material of the forecasting industry, and partly on
ethnographic studies conducted in the last two years in the context of the underlying PhD thesis.
20
If one only takes the staff numbers of the well-established online trend services WGSN, increasing from 400
people in 2011 to over 500 people in 2013, and Stylesight (another online trend service), over 200 people
strong, we can count at least 700 employees. For numbers of WGSN in 2011 and 2013, see: (4C Group,
2013; Barnett, 2011). For numbers of Stylesight in 2013, see: (Stylesight, n.d.).
21
In 2008 the online trend forecasting agency Stylesight was offering its service to 1,000 clients (Miller, 2008)
and in 2011 this number rose to 2,500 company subscriptions, with about 25,000 individual users (Barnett,
2011). In 2013 they have announced on their webpage that they help 3,000 companies and in all 40,000 users
(Stylesight, o. J.). One of the highest numbers of individual users is claimed by WGSN, with around 38,000
users. (4C Group, 2013).
22
Pecleres, a Paris-based trend agency founded in 1970, which noted a turnover of €11million in 2001 (Loyer,
2008) doubled its turnover compared to 1997 (PR Newswire, 1998). In 2010, WGSN reported revenue of
£40million, which marks a growth of 5% from 2009 (Ducan, 2011).
23
Peclers was acquisitioned 1998 by Fitch, a leading international brand and design consultancy, for
£2.2million. In 2003 Fitch was in turn acquisitioned by WPP, the world’s largest communications services
group, probably based on similar reasons. See: (WPP, n.d.)
24
4C Group emanated from Emap (East Midland Allied Press). The price Emap paid for WGSN was
£140million (Barnett, 2011). Today, WGSN forms a separate group within the holding ‘Top Right Group’,
(topright-group, 2014) and enlarged it pre-eminence in the market by acquiring the competitor Stylesight in
2013 (WGSN group, 2013b) as well as MDPclick.com in 2013 (WGSN group, 2013a).

These observations make clear that business reality rates the integration of future visions
and trends as a prime ingredient for power and change. Consequently, trend forecasting,
as a producer of these futures, becomes an essential player within this aspect of creative
production.
Another facilitator of spreading forecasting’s future visions is the change in the forecasting
industry from printed trend information to online trend information. Alongsinde, trend
agencies, which classically deliver their own trends, forecasts and vision in the form of a
book or report, the number of subscription-based online trend forecasting services is
increasing. 25 The advantage of online trend services compared to the classic book form is
the immediate and global availability, as well as the delivery of far more and constantly
updated content. Consequently, trend forecasting services are far more integrated in daily
creation work and innovation processes (see: McKelvey & Munslow, 2008; theVine,
2011).
Drawing on observations from the empirical study I conducted, both designers and the
staff of trend and innovation departments, often start their day by browsing through online
trend services to draw on inspirations and catch up on useful directions for the next
project on the innovation agenda. Like reading the morning newspaper, integrating trend
information into one’s work-routine is a common practice.

The enlarged entanglement of trend forecasting: from fashion to
politics
Lidewij (Li) Edelkoort, is one of the most prominent, influential, enigmatic and irritating
personalities within the trend forecasting business. Being owner and founder of the trend
agency TrendUnion, she is concerned with foreseeing consumer wants and needs,
thinking about how we will live tomorrow and providing visions of the future. From her
insights, the agency delivers general lifestyle concepts, fashion trends, materials or colors,
which will be prevalent over next seasons. Highly telling is Li Edelkoort’s high presence in
the press, as Fig.2 exemplarily shows.

25

WGSN, launched in 1998, was among the first to offer an online trend analysis and forecasting service
(Dillon, 2011, p. 47). WGSN is rated to be the market leader and WGSN claims on their webpage to be the
“worldwide leader in fashion trend forecasting” (WGSN, 2013).

Fig. 2. Press review of Li Edelkoort giving a feeling for how much her visions are
integrated and disseminated in the creative industries.
Source: Trend Union Press Book 2011 p. 8-9. www.edelkoort.com/press/
Entering her name in Google releases a flood of articles. This shows how much Li
Edelkoort is entangled in the discussion around creation, vision, future, and change, and
26
that her voice ‘counts’. Li Edelkoort has the attributed status of “oracle”, “trend
27
priestess”, “trend-prophet”, “highness” or “guru”. She is always named as ‘the most
28
important’ or ‘most influential’ forecaster in the world.
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On the Trend Union webpage, it is highlighted that Li Edelkoort was rated by Time Magazine in 2003 as
being among the 25 most influential people in fashion (edelkoort.com, n.d.).
27
For ‘oracle’ see: (Speakerpedia, n.d.). For ‘trend priestess’ see: (Frenzi, 2009). For ‘guru’ see: (B. Evans,
2012b). For ‘prophet’ see: (Symrise, n.d.).
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See: Dryza, 2011; B. Evans, 2012a; Schönherr, 2011; Symrise, n.d.

Fig. 3. Li Edelkoort in her typical ‘priestess-like’ appearance, dressed in long wavy
clothing.
Source: Elisabeth Petermann, Li Edelkoort speaking at the seminar “Gathering”
(20.11.2013, Vienna)
In her role as trend forecaster, Li Edelkoort has more influence than just promoting a color
or a material to come in fashion the next season; her influence reaches far beyond that.
What Li Edelkoort and TrendUnion sell is far more than a collection of materials and
colors. They deliver a story, a whole vision, and by means of various mechanisms and
inner workings, belief is generated in these visions and therefore in the proposed colors
and materials. As a result, their visions and corresponding recommendations become
credible, embraced by leaders in the fashion industry and then integrated into the design
and innovation process. Li Edelkoort emphasises that “there is no creation without
advance knowledge, and without design, a product cannot exist” (Trend Union, n.d., p. 6).
In her opinion, the basis for creation is provided by advance knowledge (or, her visionary
forecasts), followed by design and production.
If the trend information of Li Edelkoort is used in that way, forecasting must be
acknowledged as more than fashion style advice, inspirational information, or the ‘postdesign’ application of colors and materials, but as one of the initiators, directional forces
and drivers of change within creative industries. Drawing on the findings of ethnographical
research, it may also be confirmed that trend forecasting services are integrated into the
design, creation and innovation business in a way that is far more than just add-on style
advice. Trend interpretations, forecasts and visions increasingly define the product and
design brief and determine the direction of the creation process.
To sum up, a shift in the scope of trend forecasting is visible. As the example of Li
Edelkoort shows, trend forecasting exceeds its original fashion advice orientation and a
‘Second Generation’ of visionary-based trend forecasting agencies is demanded and
embraced in the creative industries and beyond. These trend forecasters focus on
generating and selling a general or specified vision of the future and, accordingly,

applications for their clients.29
This change in the trend forecasting industry is also mirrored in the enlargement and
diversification of clients beyond fashion or other core design businesses. This spread was
highly visible at one trend research agency, where parts of the ethnographic fieldwork
took place. A wide range of clients makes use of their visions and trends: whole regions
and political representatives, bank institutes, hospitals, economic chambers of commerce,
telecommunication businesses, food producers, energy suppliers, hotels. Nowadays,
trend forecasting even leads projects concerned with transforming corporate cultures, or
trend forecasting’s guidance and visions are followed in projects concerned with holistic
future ideas of a country’s society and identity. Businesses often search for trend
interpretation, guidance and answers, as well as for questions that perhaps nobody else,
except for the trend forecaster, dares to raise. This shows that trend forecasting has
penetrated well beyond the product worlds to society as a whole.
There are many more examples and further empirical evidence for the entanglement and
spreading influence of forecasting; for instance, the high representation of trend
forecasters as speakers at conferences, or the emergence of numerous courses in trend
forecasting, trend research and futures studies, as well as the integration of futures and
trend lectures in other courses not dedicated to forecasting. The increased appearance of
trend forecasters, their opinions and trend forecasts in the press are another area where
the spreading influence of this practice is visible. In recent years, it has become a custom
to ask forecasters for their opinions on certain topics and to deliver their opinion as a form
of truth to the public. Trend forecasters are presented as being somewhere between a
genius, a fill-in, sometimes maverick and jester, with something like a ‘star-designer’
status, or even a scientist status. As the scope of trend forecasting agencies enlarges,
they appear even more as advisors to future related questions of general topics displayed
in the press. As a result, trend forecasting becomes an influential opinion and is thus
political. 30

Conclusion
This paper illustrates that trend forecasting is mainly seen and discussed as an
information source and ignored in design’s future and change agent debates.
Forecasting’s directive power remains unrecognized and the effect of this practice on our
culture appears to be an overlooked development, due to the want of in-depth study of the
phenomenon of trend forecasting.
This lack of forecasting’s examination and estimation is considered to be the reason why
design studies’ key figures, such as Tonkinwise or Margolin cannot grasp the directive
power of forecasting and its impact and entanglement in contemporary culture.
Accordingly, trend forecasting’s current impact cannot be fruitfully integrated in current
design debates.
Tonkinwise argues that design studies’ research is insufficiently directed towards nondesign practices (2014, p. 8, 26). A look over the boundaries of design to the
phenomenon of trend forecasting would meet his demand and generate larger
understanding about change agents, practices with directive power on culture, society and
stuff of our time. Concurrently, such an understanding must be accompanied with an
29

The beginning of this shift could be dated back to the 1980s and the publication of John Naisbitt’s
successful book Megatrends, in 1982 (see: Rohwedder, 2009). Naisbitt coined the term ‘megatrends’ and with
that set the direction for the trend industry.
30
In this paper, ‘being political’ is understood in the original sense of politics and its etymological meaning,
i.e., things that concern the public. Being political here is not understood under a governmental or legal entity
perspective, but being political is understood as having a moving and changing influence in society and
culture. For this understanding of political, see, for instance: Latour, 2005; Mouffle, Deutsche, Keenan, &
Jospeh, 2001; Wills, 2013.

attitude change in design studies and design, i.e. their admission to attribute a discursive,
directive and future capacity to other practises, such as trend forecasting.
The question, which arises in regard to this discussion and the above posed empirical
observations, is as follows: Who is a leading force in the creation and change process? Is
it design? – For sure! However with trend forecasting’s dissemination and shift to a larger
entanglement, this practice is working on the same grounds and with similar means as
design. Imagining by intuition and inspiration, forming a vision and ‘crafting’ the future,
aiming to be critical in order to point to developments in society, creating fictions in order
to change the present, and finally becoming political – all these descriptions are valid for
trend forecasting and design as well.
Clive Dilnot (2013) elaborates in his speech, ‘Crafting the future,’ on the current “Age of
the artificial,” i.e. an age where a multitude of possibilities is the decisive key factor. Within
the speech he turns to Herbert Simons’s definition of design: “Everyone designs who
devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.”
(Simon, 1996, p. 111). Dilnot highlights that design has the capacity to change, to move a
field of multiple possibilities into a direction, by devising, and is thus a leading practice in
the age of the artificial. Similarly Tonkinwise (2014) points to the same capacities of
design. Devising means nothing other than creating, making, thinking up something, or we
could say envisioning. Envisioning situations, thus not necessarily things, providing
guidance in today’s world of possibilities and a law to follow - in short mediation - this is
nothing else trend forecasting provides.
Is forecasting a form of design now? Is it perhaps a future form of design, a necessary
practice for which our culture has the need? Is this the reason why forecasting is
spreading and becoming much more than simply style advice, but rather a phenomenon
and a practice with political power? In order to answer these questions, we have to
transcend viewing forecasting from a style-advice, fashion and commercial critique
perspective, or seeing trend forecasting solely as a deliverer of information and method.
Forecasting is more than a commercial practice, which is gathering trends and selling
them. It is a phenomenon of our time and concerns how we deal with the future.
This paper advocates that design studies should include an academic and contemporary
perspective of the phenomenon of trend forecasting in its discourse, in order to find out
more about mechanisms of change, in which design debates are currently interested.
As we have seen in the presented discussion, design strives to be among, or even on the
top of, the leading forces of change in culture and society. Design is discussed to
overcome pure materiality, taking autonomy and acquire discursive power. An in-depth
examination of trend forecasting and a holistic understanding of this phenomenon could
enable us to reflect from other perspectives on shifts in design and deliver broader models
for understanding what designing and impacting on future means. It could expand upon
how the notion of design changes by opening up the design discourse and critically
looking at other practices, such as trend forecasting, in order to re-gauge the position and
relevance of the design practice and design studies’ understanding of design.
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